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Abstract—Robots operating in household environments must
find objects on shelves, under tables, and in cupboards. Previous
work often formulate the object search problem as a POMDP
(Partially Observable Markov Decision Process), yet constrain the
search space in 2D. We propose a new approach that enables the
robot to efficiently search for objects in 3D, taking occlusions into
account. We model the problem as an object-oriented POMDP,
where the robot receives a volumetric observation from a viewing
frustum and must produce a policy to efficiently search for
objects. To address the challenge of large state and observation
spaces, we first propose a per-voxel observation model which
drastically reduces the observation size necessary for planning.
Then, we present a novel octree-based belief representation
which captures beliefs at different resolutions and supports
efficient exact belief update. Finally, we design an online multi-
resolution planning algorithm that leverages the resolution layers
in the octree structure as levels of abstractions to the original
POMDP problem. Our evaluation in a simulated 3D domain
shows that, as the problem scales, our approach significantly
outperforms baselines without resolution hierarchy by 25%–35%
in cumulative reward. We demonstrate the practicality of our
approach on a torso-actuated mobile robot searching for objects
in areas of a cluttered lab environment where objects appear on
surfaces at different heights.
I. INTRODUCTION
Robots operating in human spaces, such as homes for the
elderly, must find objects such as glasses, mobile phones, or
cleaning supplies that could be on the floor, shelves, or tables.
This search space is naturally 3D [1]. For humans, finding
objects is a frequent task that involves hypothesizing search
regions (e.g. kitchen or lounge corner) based on semantic
knowledge or past experience [2, 3], but ultimately depends
on careful search by moving and looking within a search
region [4, 5]. Analogously for robots, finding objects requires
the ability to produce an efficient search policy under limited
Field-Of-View (FOV) within a designated search region, where
target objects could be partially or completely occluded.
Searching for a single, static object in 3D is an NP-complete
problem [1]. Exhaustive search strategies are hence incapable
of handling large search spaces. The problem becomes even
more difficult when the robot must find multiple objects, since
the space of possible object locations grows exponentially
as the number of objects increases [4]. Sensor uncertainty
further complicates this problem [6]. The Partially Observable
This is a preprint.
Fig. 1: An example of the MOS-3D problem where a torso-actuated
mobile robot is tasked to search for 3 objects in a cluttered lab
environment.
Markov Devision Process (POMDP) [7] has been widely
adopted as a framework to describe and solve the object search
problem [3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9]. Nevertheless, to ensure the POMDP
is manageable to solve, previous works often reduce the search
space or robot mobility to 2D.
In this work, we consider the Multi-Object Search in 3D
(MOS-3D) task as a POMDP with 3D state and action spaces.
Moreover, we consider a volumetric observation space where
the robot receives voxels and their labels within the viewing
frustum projected by a mounted camera. This is in contrast
with previous works that often consider an observation space
of the target object poses, which omit information necessary
for planning. Indeed, solving POMDPs at this scale is com-
putationally daunting [10]. The challenge of solving POMDPs
lies in the intractability of the exact belief update due to the
large state space, and high branching factor for planning due
to large observation space.
We pose the problem as an Object-Oriented POMDP (OO-
POMDP) which factors the state and observation spaces in
terms of objects [4]. To solve this OO-POMDP, we first pro-
pose a per-voxel observation model which drastically reduces
the size of the observation necessary for planning. Then, we
present an octree-based belief representation which captures
beliefs at different resolutions and allows efficient exact be-
lief update. Finally, building on recent advances in online
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POMDP algorithms [11] and abstraction for MDPs [12, 13],
we propose an online multi-resolution planning algorithm that
leverages the octree belief structure. In this approach, abstract
OO-POMDP problems at lower resolutions are derived from
the ground OO-POMDP problem, and a Monte-Carlo Tree
Search (MCTS) based algorithm is employed to solve them
simultaneously. The action with highest associated Q-value in
its respective MCTS tree is selected for execution.
We evaluate our method in a simulated, discretized 3D
domain where a robot with a 6 degrees-of-freedom camera
searches for objects randomly generated and placed in the
world. The results show that our approach significantly outper-
forms the baselines without resolution hierarchy as problem
size scales and under different levels of sensor noise. We
further implement our approach on a torso-actuated mobile
robot; The robot can find multiple target objects in areas of
a cluttered lab environment where objects appear on surfaces
at different heights. This paper shows that such challenging
POMDPs can be solved online efficiently with theoretical
guarantees at the extreme [11].
In summary, we make the following novel contributions:
• We formulate the MOS-3D problem as an OO-POMDP;
The formulation is applicable to any type of robot with
localization and navigation capabilities.
• We propose a per-voxel observation model to model
the volumetric observation through the viewing frustum
projected from a mounted camera which enables online
POMDP planning.
• We propose octree belief, a novel octree-based belief rep-
resentation which captures the belief of object locations
at different resolutions and show that it affords efficient
and exact belief update and belief sampling.
• Furthermore, we derive an abstract observation model and
an abstraction weighting scheme, leveraging properties of
the octree belief. This results in a novel multi-resolution
planning algorithm built upon POUCT [11] that outper-
forms baselines in simulated experiments.
II. BACKGROUND
The task of 3D object search by controlling sensing parame-
ters is NP-complete [1]. State-of-the-art methods often employ
inference over prior semantic knowledge [3], reduce the state
space from 3D to 2D [4, 14, 15, 16], constrain the sensor to be
stationary [8, 17], or assume objects are not fully occluded [9].
Several consider physical interaction with the objects during
search [5, 8, 9, 17, 18, 19]. In our work, the robot actively
moves the mounted camera, for example, through pan or tilt,
or through mobile base movements.
Object search is often formulated as a POMDP (Partially
Observable Markov Decision Process). Aydemir et al. [3]
calculates candidate viewpoints in a 2D plane based on the
distribution over the search region. Atanasov et al. [6] consid-
ers the motions of the sensor on a sphere observing a tabletop
scene. Li et al. [9] assumes all objects exist at the same surface
level. Wandzel et al. [4] proposes OO-POMDPs for the multi-
object search task in 2D. Xiao et al. [5] attempts to tackle
3D object search in clutter. In this work, found objects are
permanently removed from the scene during searching, and the
robot is constrained to move between two viewpoints around
the scene. Novkovic et al. [19] includes both active movement
of sensor on the end effector and manipulation of objects, yet
using a guided shaped reward function.
Our work focuses on the multi-object search problem in 3D
without reduction in state and action spaces. We use a sparse
reward based on achieving the goal.
A. POMDPs and OO-POMDPs
POMDP is a framework for describing sequential decision
making problems where the agent does not observe the full
environment state. Formally, a POMDP is defined as a tuple
〈S,A,O, T,O,R, γ〉, where S,A,O denote the state, action
and observation spaces of the problem. When the agent
takes action a ∈ A, the environment state transitions from
s ∈ S to s′ ∈ S following the transitional probability
distribution T (s, a, s′) = Pr(s′|s, a). As a result of the
action and the transition, the agent receives an observation
o ∈ O following the observational probability distribution
O(s′, a, o) = Pr(o|s′, a) and reward R(s, a) ∈ R. A history
ht = (a1, o1, · · · , at−1, ot−1) captures all past actions and
observations. The agent maintains a distribution over states
given current history bt(s) = Pr(s|ht), referred to as a belief
state. The agent updates its belief after taking an action and
receiving an observation; The exact belief update is given by,
bt+1(s
′) =
Pr(o|s′, a)∑s Pr(s′|s, a)bt(s)∑
s
∑
s′ Pr(o|s′, a) Pr(s′|s, a)bt(s)
. (1)
The task of the agent is to find a policy pi(ht) which
maximizes the expectation of future discounted rewards with
a discount factor γ:
V pi(ht) = E
[ ∞∑
k=t
γk−tR(sk, ak)
∣∣∣ ak = pi(hk)] . (2)
OO-POMDP [4] (based on OO-MDP [20]) is a particular
kind of POMDP that considers the state and observation spaces
to be factored by a set of n objects, namely, Pr(s′|s, a) =∏
i Pr(s
′
i|s, a) and Pr(o|s′, a) =
∏
i Pr(oi|s′, a) where 1 ≤
i ≤ n. The belief is also factored bt(s) =
∏
i b
i
t(si) =∏
i Pr(si|ht), thus can be updated separately for each object.
The benefit of using object-oriented factoring for the object
search task is that the belief space size grows linearly rather
than exponentially as the number of objects increases. In this
paper, we use the common notations for POMDPs instead
of the 10-tuple OO-POMDP notation. We denote a state or
observation about object i using a subscript i, and a belief
about i using a superscript, as shown above.
B. POMDP Solvers
Offline POMDP solvers are often not applicable to large
POMDP problems due to the time required to compute a policy
[21]. Recent online POMDP solvers leverage sparse belief
sampling and MCTS to mitigate the curse of dimensionality
and the curse of history [11, 22, 23]. State-of-the-art online
solvers include POUCT [11] which extend the UCT algorithm
[24] to partially observable domains. Silver and Veness [11]
also combines POUCT with particle belief representation to
form POMCP [11]. DESPOT [22, 25] is another leading
POMDP solver which uses a sparse approximation of the
belief tree. In this work, we build upon POUCT, due to its
simplicity and theoretical guarantee of optimality.
C. State Abstraction in (PO)MDPs
Our planning algorithm builds upon our intuition that for
object search, spatial state abstraction can lead to observation
space reduction. State abstraction is realized by an abstraction
function φ : S → Sˆ, such that sˆ = φ(s) is the abstract state for
ground state s. The inverse image φ−1(sˆ) is the set of ground
states that correspond to sˆ under φ [12].
A weighting function w is required so that transition and
reward functions can be written in a Markovian way [13].
Suppose for each sˆ ∈ S,∑s∈φ−1(sˆ) w(s) = 1, then:
Pr(sˆ′|sˆ, a) =
∑
s∈φ−1(sˆ)
∑
s′∈φ−1(sˆ′)
Pr(s′|s, a)w(s), (3)
R(sˆ, a) =
∑
s∈φ−1(sˆ)
R(s, a)w(s). (4)
For an abstract state sˆ, the weight w(s) approximates the
occupancy probability 1 Pr(s|sˆ). Bai et al. [13] suggests that
the true occupancy probability is non-stationary and depends
on the history of past actions and abstract states. Therefore,
it cannot be reasonably approximated as a constant weighting
function. For our problem, since object states are not fully
observable, the notion of history of abstract states cannot be
established for planning. Hence, In this work, we consider
a weighting scheme using POMDP belief, which is a valid,
non-stationary weighting function. This is explained in detail
in Section V.
III. MULTI-OBJECT SEARCH IN 3D
The robot is tasked to search for n static target objects
(e.g. cup and book) of known type but unknown location in a
search space that also contains static non-target obstacles. We
assume the robot is able to localize itself and move between
locations in the search space; Note that this assumption does
not necessarily require the robot to be equipped with an
environment map prior to searching. The search space is a
3D grid map environment denoted by G. Let g ∈ G ⊆ R3 be
a 3D grid cell in the environment. Since our approach deals
with the search space at different resolutions, we use Gl to
denote a grid at resolution level l ∈ N, and gl ∈ Gl to denote
a grid cell at this level. When l is omitted, it is assumed that
g is at the ground resolution level.
Next, we describe in detail the necessary components to
formulate the problem of Multi-Object Search in 3D (MOS-
3D) as an OO-POMDP.
1Occupancy probability is originally a term in Physics (e.g. [26])
Fig. 2: Illustration of the viewing frustum and volumetric observation.
The viewing frustum V consists of |V | voxels, where each v ∈ V
can be labeled as i ∈ {1, · · · , n}, FREE or UNKNOWN.
State space. A state of the environment s = {sr, s1, · · · , sn}
is factored in an object-oriented way, where sr ∈ Sr is the state
of the robot, and si ∈ Si is the state of target object i. A robot
state contains an attribute of the 6D camera pose as well as an
attribute of the set of found objects. The robot state is assumed
to be observable to the robot. An object state si is described
by the attribute of 3D object pose at the object’s center of
gravity, which corresponds to a cell in grid G. Therefore, for
simplicity, we say si ∈ G. Note that in Section V, we work
with object states at different resolution levels. We denote a
state sli ∈ Sli to be an object state at resolution level l, where
Sli = Gl.
Observation space. The robot receives an observation
through a viewing frustum projected from a mounted cam-
era (Figure 2). The viewing frustum forms the FOV of the
robot, denoted by V , which consists of |V | voxels. Note that
the resolution of a voxel should be no lower than that of a
3D grid cell g. We assume both resolutions to be the same in
this paper for notational convenience, hence V ⊆ G, but in
general a voxel with higher resolution can be easily mapped
to a corresponding grid cell.
For each voxel v ∈ V , a detection function d(v) labels
the voxel to be either an object i ∈ {1, · · · , n}, FREE, or
UNKNOWN. FREE denotes that the voxel is a free space or an
obstacle. We include the label UNKNOWN in order to take into
account occlusion incurred by target objects or static obstacles.
In this case, the corresponding voxel in V does not give any
information about the environment. Thus, an observation o =
{(v, d(v)) | v ∈ V } is a set of voxel-label tuples. This can be
thought of as the result of voxelization and object segmentation
given the raw point cloud.
Here, we describe how o can be factored by objects. First,
given the robot state sr at which o is received, the voxels in V
have known locations. Under this condition, V can be reduced
to exclude voxels labeled UNKNOWN while still maintaining
the same information. Then, V can be decomposed by objects
into V1, · · · , Vn, where for any v ∈ Vi, d(v) ∈ {i, FREE}.
Hence, o =
⋃n
i=1 oi where oi = {(v, d(v)) | v ∈ Vi}.
Action space. Searching for objects generally requires three
basic capabilities: moving, looking, and declaring an object to
be found. The robot receives an observation through looking,
and signals a commitment to its belief of the object location
through declaring. The correctness of declarations can only
be determined by, for example, a human who has knowledge
about the target objects; Such feedback is not always available
and may impose behavior on humans. Therefore, we consider
declaring to be significantly more costly than the other actions.
Formally, the action space consists of these three types of
primitive actions. First, MOVE(sr, g) action moves the robot
from pose given in sr to a destination location g. Then,
LOOK(θ) changes the camera pose to look in the direction
specified by θ ∈ R3, and projects a viewing frustum V .
Finally, FIND(i, g) decalres object i to be found at location
g. The implementation of these actions may vary depending
on the type of search space or robot.
Reward function. We define a sparse reward function where
the robot receives +1000 if an object is correctly identified
by a FIND action, otherwise the FIND action incurs a −1000
penalty. MOVE and LOOK actions receive a step cost of −1;
MOVE receives an additional penalty based on the euclidean
distance between the destination and robot location.
Transition function. The transition function is deterministic.
Target objects as well as obstacles are static objects, thus
Pr(s′i|s, a) = 1(s′i = si) for any action. For the robot, we
assume it can localize itself perfectly at the resolution of G.
Therefore, action MOVE(sr, g) changes the camera location
to g deterministically, and LOOK(θ) changes the camera to
look in the direction of θ deterministically. The FIND(i, g)
action adds i to the set of found objects in the robot state
only if g is within the viewing frustum determined by sr.
The assumption of deterministic robot state transition, also
employed in prior work [4, 27], separates the localization
problem from the object search problem.
Observation model. We have described how a volumetric
observation o can be factored by objects into o1, · · · , on. Here,
we describe a method to model Pr(oi|s′, a), the probabilistic
distribution over an observation oi for object i. Note that an
observation is only received when action a = LOOK(·).
Modeling a distribution over a 3D volume is a challenging,
unsolved problem of active research [28, 29]. Representing
the geometry of an object requires additional prior knowledge
and complexity, that may not lead to significantly different
planning behavior to find the object. Thus, instead, we propose
a per-voxel observation model which is sufficient for planning,
under a key assumption that an object i is contained within a
single voxel located at the grid cell g = si. This assumption
drastically reduces the size of the observation space Oi from a
set of varying-sized voxels per object, to just one voxel-label
pair per object.
This key assumption is based on the intuition that voxels of a
static object, such as a smart phone or a book, typically appear
around the center of gravity of the object. We emphasize that
this assumption is only used to formulate this observation
model, but not the actual observation the robot may receive.
Under this assumption, there are simply two cases: the voxel
corresponding to the given object location s′i is contained in
Vi, or not. When s′i 6∈ Vi, either d(s′i) = UNKNOWN or
s′i 6∈ V . In this case, Pr(oi|s′, a) is a uniform distribution,
as the observation oi contains no information regarding the
object state. When s′i ∈ Vi, then either d(si) = i, indicating
correctly identifying the object, or d(si) = FREE, indicating
sensing failure. For any other voxel v ∈ Vi with v 6= si,
d(v) = FREE; The event of sensing error regarding these
voxels is all captured by the failure case where d(si) = FREE.
Hence, in this case, the observation oi, when given state
s′, can be reduced from a set to just a single voxel-label
tuple, (s′i, d(si)). Thus, Pr(oi|s′, a) = Pr(s′i, d(si)|s′, a) =
Pr(d(si)|s′, a). We define Pr(d(si) = i|s′, a) = α and
Pr(d(si) = FREE|s′, a) = β. Thus, α and β are the parameters
which control the reliability of the observation model. Note
that the belief update in Equation 1 does not require α and β
to be normalized probabilities.
IV. OCTREE BELIEF REPRESENTATION
One premise in [4] is that factoring the state space by
objects significantly reduces the size of the belief space,
thus permitting exact belief representation and exact belief
update. However, because the exact belief update requires
nested iterations over the state space, the tabular exact belief
representation used in [4] may be manageable in 2D, but it is
not scalable to 3D domains. Moreover, if the resolution of G
is dense, it may be possible that most of 3D grid cells do not
contribute to the behavior of the robot.
To address this issue, we propose a representation for belief
over 3D object locations (Figure 3). The representation is
constructed incrementally as observations are received, in the
structure of an octree, which allows efficient belief sampling.
Additionally, by leveraging the per-voxel observation model,
we present a belief update algorithm that only concerns grid
cells associated with voxels in V that carry information.
Thanks to the octree structure, the belief update at the ground
level can automatically propogate upwards in the tree which
allows the maintenance of belief at multiple resolutions. We
exploit this property of the octree belief and develop a hierar-
chical planning algorithm that leverages the resolution layers
in the octree structure as levels of abstractions to the original
OO-POMDP problem (see Section III).
A. Definition
We represent a belief state bit(si) for object i as an octree.
An octree is a tree where every node has 8 children. In our
context, a node represents a grid cell gl ∈ Gl, where l is the
resolution level, such that gl covers a cubic volume of (2l)3
ground-level grid cells; The ground resolution level is given
by l = 0. The 8 children of the node equally subdivide the
volume at gl into smaller volumes at resolution level l − 1.
Each node has a value VALit(g
l) ∈ R, which represents the
unnormalized belief that sli = g
l, that is, object i is located at
grid cell gl. Denote the set of nodes at resolution level k < l
that reside in a subtree rooted at gl as CHk(gl). By definition,
Fig. 3: Illustration the octree belief representation bit(si). The color
on a node gl indicates the belief VALit(gl) that the object is located
within gl. The highlighted grid cells indicate parent-child relationship
between a grid cell at resolution level l = 1 (parent) and one at level
l = 0.
for bit(g
l) = Pr(gl|ht) =
∑
c∈CHk(gl) Pr(c|ht). Thus, with
a normalizer NORMt =
∑
g∈G VAL
i
t(g), we can rewrite the
normalized belief as:
bit(g
l) =
VALit(g
l)
NORMt
=
∑
c∈CHk(gl)
(
VALit(c)
NORMt
)
, (5)
which means VALit(g
l) =
∑
c∈CHk(gl) VAL
i
t(c).
The octree does not need to be constructed fully in or-
der to query the probability at any grid cell. This can be
achieved by setting a default value VALi0(g) = 1 for all
ground grid cells g ∈ G not yet present in the octree.
Then, any node corresponding to gl has a default value of
VALi0(g
l) =
∑
c∈CH1(gl) VAL
i
0(c) = |CH1(gl)|.
We refer to this representation of belief state as octree belief.
It is a structure which can yield the belief of object state at
different resolution levels. Next, we describe the belief update
and sampling algorithm for the octree belief representation.
B. Belief Update
Previously, we defined a per-voxel observation model for
Pr(oi|s′, a) which is a uniform distribution if s′i 6∈ Vi, or
reduces oi to simply d(s′i) if s
′
i ∈ Vi. This suggests that the
belief update only needs to happen for voxels that are in the
FOV to reflect the information in the observation.
Upon receiving observation oi within the FOV Vi, belief is
updated according to algorithm 1. This algorithm updates the
value of the ground-level node g corresponding to each voxel
v ∈ Vi from VALit(g) to VALit+1(g) using the observation
probability Pr(d(v)|s′, a). This essentially updates the belief
of si = g to bit+1(si). The normalizer is updated to make sure
bit+1 is normalized; The updated normalizer should only be
valid after all voxels in V have been processed, which means:
NORMt+1 = NORMt +
∑
si∈Vi
(
VALit+1(si)− VALit(si)
)
.
(6)
This update equation implies that for grid cells outside of the
FOV, the beliefs are kept the same. This is consistent with our
Algorithm 1: OctreeBeliefUpdate (bit, oi, Vi)→ bit+1
// Let Ψ(bti) denote the octree underlying b
i
t.
for v ∈ Vi do
si ← v; // State si ∈ G at grid cell corresponding to voxel v
if g 6∈ Ψ(bti) then
Insert node at g to Ψ(bti);
end
// Now computing the belief update bit+1(si)
VALit+1(si)← Pr(d(v)|s′, a)VALit(si);
NORMt+1 ← NORMt + VALit+1(si)− VALit(si);
end
observation model definition, where Pr(oi|s′, a) is a uniform
distribution under this situation. Since this is an unnormalized
probability, we can set Pr(oi|s′, a) = 1 regardless of oi.
Hence, for all si 6∈ Vi, VALt+1(si) = Pr(oi|s′, a)VALt(si) =
VALt(si).
This algorithm has a complexity of O(|V | log(|G|) where
|V | is the size of the viewing frustum and |G| is the size of the
search space; Inserting nodes and updating values of nodes in
the octree only requires traversing the tree depth-wise.
Next, we provide a lemma to justify the normalizer update,
and a theorem that shows this belief update procedure is exact.
Lemma. (Normalizer Update) The normalizer NORMt at
time t can be updated by adding the incremental update of
values as in Equation (6).
Proof: We derive equation (6) as follows:
NORMt+1 =
∑
si∈G
VALit+1(si) (7)
=
∑
si∈Vi
VALit+1(si) +
∑
si 6∈Vi
Pr(oi|s′, a)VALit+1(si) (8)
=
∑
si∈Vi
VALit+1(si) +
∑
si 6∈Vi
VALit+1(si) (9)
=
∑
si∈Vi
VALit+1(si) +
∑
si∈G
VALit(si)−
∑
si∈Vi
VALit(si) (10)
=
∑
si∈Vi
VALit+1(si) + NORMt −
∑
si∈Vi
VALit(si) (11)
= NORMt +
∑
si∈Vi
(
VALit+1(si) + VAL
i
t(si)
)
(12)
Equation (7) is the definition of the normalizer at time t+ 1.
We can decompose Equation (8) into two cases where the
object i is inside of Vi and outside of Vi. In the latter case,
since the observation model is a uniform distribution, the
unnormalized probability Pr(oi|s′, a) = 1 for all si not in
Vi, resulting in Equation (9). Equation (10) can be obtained
by set complement of si ∈ Vi. Equation (11) is derived
by the normalizer definition. Finally, Equation (12) proves
Equation (6).
Theorem 1. (Belief Update) The updated belief bit+1 accord-
ing to the belief update algorithm where for any si ∈ G,
bit+1(si) = VAL
i
t+1(si)/NORMt+1, is equivalent to the exact
belief update rule in Equation (1), given the context of the
MOS-3D problem and the use of the per-voxel observation
model.
Proof: We start with the exact belief update for the belief
over states of object i. We rewrite Equation (1) here for a
complete proof:
bit+1(s
′
i) =
Pr(oi|s′, a)
∑
s Pr(s
′
i|s, a)bit(si)∑
s
∑
s′ Pr(oi|s′, a) Pr(s′i|s, a)bit(si)
(13)
Because objects are static, Pr(s′i|s, a) = 1(s′i = si).
Therefore, Equation (13) becomes:
bit+1(s
′
i) =
Pr(oi|s′, a)bit(s′i)∑
s′ Pr(oi|s′, a)bit(s′i)
(14)
=
Pr(oi|s′, a) VAL
i
t(s
′
i)
NORMt∑
s′ Pr(oi|s′, a) VAL
i
t(s
′
i)
NORMt
(15)
=
Pr(oi|s′, a)VALit(s′i)∑
s′ Pr(oi|s′, a)VALit(s′i)
(16)
=
VALit+1(s
′
i)
NORMt+1
(17)
Substituting the belief definition into bit(s
′
i) in Equation (14)
gives Equation (15). The term NORMt dies out to become
Equation (16). The numerator of Equation (16) is equivalent to
VALit+1(s
′
i) while the denominator of Equation (17) becomes
NORMt+1 according to Lemma 1. This concludes the proof.
C. Sampling
Besides exact belief update, we show that octree belief also
affords exact belief sampling in logarithmic time complexity
with respect to the size of the search space |G|.
For object i, the probability that state sli ∈ Gl is sampled
from the belief distribution is the belief bit(s
l
i) = Pr(s
l
i|ht).
However, since the tree may not be completely built at the
resolution level l, a complete mapping from Sli to probability is
not readily available. Instead, we sample from Sli by traversing
the octree in a depth-first manner.
Let lmax denote the maximum resolution level for the search
space. Let ldes be the desired resolution level at which a state
is sampled. The goal of the sampling algorithm is to output
a sample sldesi with probability b
i
t(s
ldes). To achieve this, first
note that, if sldesi is sampled, then all nodes in the octree that
cover sldesi is also implicitly sampled, which form a sequence
of nodes slmaxi , · · · , sldes+2i , sldes+1i , starting from the root of
the octree Ψ(bit) down to the resolution level right above ldes.
Also, the event that sl+ki is sampled is independent from other
samples given that sl+k+1i is sampled. Hence,
Pr(sldesi |ht)
= Pr(slmaxi , · · · , sldes+2i , sldes+1i , sldesi |ht)
= Pr(sldesi |sldes+1i , ht) · · ·Pr(slmax−1i |slmaxi , ht)
(18)
Therefore, the task of sampling sldes is translated into sam-
pling a sequence of samples slmaxi , · · · , sldes+2i , sldes+1i , sldesi ,
each according to the distribution Pr(sli|sl+1i , ht) = VAL
i
t(s
l
i)
VALit(s
l+1
i )
.
Sampling from this probability distribution is efficient, as the
sample space, i.e. the children of node sl+1i is only of size 8.
Therefore, this sampling scheme yields a sample sldes exactly
according to bit(s
ldes) with time complexity O(log(|G|)).
V. MULTI-RESOLUTION PLANNING VIA ABSTRACTIONS
We exploit the belief at different resolutions encoded in the
octree belief for planning; Specifically, we aim at reducing
the branching factor due to large observation space in MCTS
through spatial state abstraction. Next, we introduce state
abstraction for OO-POMDPs, followed by the abstract MOS-
3D description that can be derived from the original MOS-3D
problem, which solves the same task approximately.
In our context, we consider object-oriented factoring, such
that sˆ = φ(s) =
⋃
i φi(si), where φi : Si → Sˆi is the abstrac-
tion function for the state space of object i. Under the assump-
tion that the transition of object states is independent given
current state, Pr(sˆ′|sˆ, a) = ∏i Pr(sˆ′i|sˆ, a). Given weighting
function w such that w(si) =
∑
si∈φ−1i (sˆi) w(si) = 1
Pr(sˆ′i|sˆ, a) =
∑
s∈φ−1(sˆ)
∑
s′i∈φ−1i (sˆ′i)
Pr(s′i|s, a)w(si) (19)
As Li et al. [12], it can be shown that
∑
sˆi
Pr(sˆ′i|sˆ, a) = 1,
making this a valid transition function. Hence, abstract state
transition in OO-POMDP occurs independently for each object
i (including the robot) following Equation (19). Next, we
describe how this extends to the abstraction of observations
for the MOS-3D problem.
A. From State Abstraction to Observation Abstraction
We consider spatial abstraction of object states via an
abstraction function φi : Si → Sli , which transforms, for object
i, from the ground-level object state si to an abstract object
state sli at resolution level l. The abstraction of the full state
is sˆ = φ(s) = {sr} ∪
⋃
i φi(si), where the robot state sr is
kept as it is. For any abstract state sl, the weight w(si) where
si ∈ φ−1i (sli) is computable through octree belief:
w(si) = Pr(si|sli, ht) =
Pr(si|ht)
Pr(sli|ht)
=
VALit(si)
VALit(sli)
(20)
This is valid since
∑
si∈φ−1i (sli) Pr(si|s
l
i, ht) = 1
Using state abstraction, the sample space of the belief
reduces in size to |Gl|. To reduce the branching factor of
MCTS planning, we design an abstract observation model
for object i from which an abstract observation oli can be
sampled. The abstract observation oli is a set of voxel-label
tuples (vl, d(vl)), where each voxel vl is at resolution level
l, and d(vl) ∈ {i, FREE}. Again, as in the observation model
formulation (Section III), we can make use of the assumption
that an object is contained within a single voxel given state
sˆ and regard oli as a single voxel-label pair (s
l
i, d(s
l
i)). The
abstract observation model is given by Pr(oli|sˆ′, a, ht); ht is
required since the problem is no longer Markovian due to state
abstraction. Then, for sˆ ∈ Sl, it can be shown that
Pr(oli|sˆ′, a, ht) = Pr(sli, d(sli)|sˆ′, a, ht) (21)
=
∑
si∈φ−1i (sli)
Pr(d(sli)|si, sˆ′, a, ht)w(si) (22)
The full derivation is provided in the appendix.
Regarding Pr(d(sli)|si, sˆ′, a, ht), there are again two cases:
si is in the FOV Vi defined by sr ∈ sˆ′, or not. When si 6∈ Vi,
this probability is uniform, and we let Pr(d(sli)|si, sˆ′, a, ht) =
1 for consistency with the octree belief update. When si ∈ Vi,
the probability is again an indication of sensor behavior.
As in the ground level observation model (Section III),
Pr(d(sli) = i|si, sˆ′, a, ht) = α, indicating correct detection,
and Pr(d(sli) = FREE|si, sˆ′, a, ht) = β, indicating sensor
misbehavior. It may be inefficient to sample from this ab-
stract observation model, if the resolution level l is high. In
our simulation experiments, we approximate this observation
model by sampling k ground states from φ−1i (s
l
i) according
to their weights. We set d(sli) = i if the majority of these
samples have d(si) = i, and d(sli) = FREE otherwise. Our
empirical evaluation suggests this approach leads to significant
performance improvement.
B. Action abstraction
Since state abstraction lowers the resolution of the search
space, it is natural to consider the benefit of moving the
robot over a longer distance at each planning step. Therefore,
we consider a simple scheme of temporal abstraction over
MOVE actions. Following the options framework [30], each
move option, denoted by MOVEOP(sr, g), has an initiation
set of the current location of the robot in sr, a policy
pi : Sr → MOVE that produces primitive MOVE actions, and a
termination condition of whether the robot reaches g. Note that
no observation is received during the execution of a MOVEOP.
The primitive LOOK and FIND actions are kept unchanged.
C. Abstract MOS-3D
Using the techniques above, state, observation, and action
abstractions leads to abstract spaces Sˆ, Aˆ, Oˆ, as well as
abstract state transition function Tˆ and observation function
Oˆ. Since the state and action abstractions are derived directly
from the ground level state space S and primitive action space
A, the reward function of the original MOS-3D problem can be
reused. Hence, we arrive at an abstract OO-POMDP problem
〈Sˆ, Aˆ, Oˆ, Tˆ , Oˆ, R, γ〉 that solves the same task as the original
MOS-3D problem but smaller in size, and it is parameterized
by a resolution level l, and a set of motion options. We refer
to this problem as Abstract MOS-3D.
D. Multi-Resolution Planning Algorithm (MR-POUCT)
Abstract MOS-3D are smaller than the original MOS-3D
which may provide benefit in online planning. However, it
may be difficult to define a single resolution level, due to the
uncertainty of the size or shape of objects, and the unknown
distance between the robot and these objects.
To this end, we propose an online planning algorithm
based on MCTS which solves a number of Abstract MOS-
3D problems in parallel, and selects an action from Aˆ with
the highest Q-value for execution; The algorithm is formally
presented in Algorithm 2. The algorithm takes as input the
current history ht, the planning horizon H , and a set of
Abstract MOS-3D problems P , which can be defined based
on the dimensionality of the search space and the particular
object search setting. Each problem P l ∈ P at resolution level
l is given by the tuple 〈Sl, Aˆ,Ol, Tˆ , Oˆ, R, γ〉. Note that P l has
associated motion options in addition to primitive LOOK and
FIND, together forming the action space Aˆ. Then, a generative
function is derived from an Abstract MOS-3D instance P l,
which is used directly by the POUCT algorithm to sample state
transition, observation, and reward. Thus, all problems in P
are solved online in parallel, each by a separate POUCT. Since
POUCT constructs a value function with optimality guarantee
as the number of simulations approaches infinity, each P l is
theoretically solved optimally at the extreme. The final action
with the highest Q-value in its respective POUCT search tree
is chosen as the output.
Algorithm 2: MR-POUCT (P, ht, H)→ aˆ
procedure Plan(ht)
foreach P ∈ P in parallel do
G ← GenerativeFunction(P );
QP (ht, aˆ)← POUCT(G, ht, H);
end
aˆ← argmaxaˆ{QP (ht, aˆ)|P ∈ P};
return aˆ
procedure GenerativeFunction (P )
// Returns a function G that generates (sˆ′, oˆ′, rˆ′) ∼ G(sˆ, aˆ)
// Recall that P = 〈Sˆ, Aˆ, Oˆ, Tˆ , Oˆ, R, γ〉
G ← func (sˆ ∈ Sˆ, aˆ ∈ Aˆ)
sˆ′ ∼ Tˆ (sˆ, aˆ, sˆ′);
oˆ′ ← Null;
r ← rstep; // rstep is the step cost
if aˆ is a LOOK action then
oˆ′ ∼ Oˆ(sˆ′, aˆ, oˆ);
// With sr ∈ sˆ, s′r ∈ sˆ′,
if aˆ is a MOVEOP(sr, s′r) then
r ← CumulativeReward(sr, aˆ);
return sˆ′, oˆ′, r
end
return G
We note here that the original POUCT does not consider
planning with options. Nevertheless, our algorithm only makes
use of abstract motion actions MOVEOP which are broken
down into deterministic primitive actions with no observation
received in intermediate steps. Therefore, a MOVEOP can
be treated as a single motion action; By taking a MOVEOP
option, the agent receives the discounted cumulative reward of
each MOVE action that form the policy for the option. Please
refer to Silver and Veness [11] for details of the POUCT
algorithm; The algorithm itself is provided in the appendix
(Section VIII-B).
VI. EVALUATION
We first describe an implementation of MOS-3D in a
simulated robot, where we evaluate the scalability of the
algorithm, and its ability to handle sensor uncertainty. We then
demonstrate its functionality on a torso-actuated mobile robot
in a cluttered lab setting.
A. Simulated Domain
The simulated domain aims to reflect the essence of the
MOS-3D problem and investigate the properties of the pro-
posed method comprehensively (Figure 4). Each instance of
the simulated domain is defined by a tuple (m,n, d), where the
robot is tasked to search for n randomly generated, randomly
placed objects in a search space G with size |G| = m3.
Initially, the robot has a uniform prior over object locations.
The robot is equipped with a camera that projects a viewing
frustum with a FOV angle of 45 degrees, an aspect ratio of 1.0,
a near plane at 1.0, and a far plane at distance d grid cells away
from the robot. The near plane of 1.0 means that the viewing
frustum can include an object one grid cell away from the
robot, and a larger value of d means the viewing frustum can
capture more voxels of the search space. The purpose of this
design is that we can increase the difficulty of the problem by
increasing m and n, or by reducing the percentage of voxels
covered by a viewing frustum which directly correlates with
the FOV range d.
The space of primitive MOVE actions is as follows. Along
each axis in the Cartesian coordinate system, there are two
primitive motion actions corresponding to both directions of
the axis, resulting in six in total. For example, along the x axis,
actions +x or −x increases or decreases the x component by
1 grid cell. There are six LOOK actions, one for each direction
of every axis. Finally, there is one FIND action, which declares
not-yet-observed all objects within the viewing frustum as
found. Thus, the total number of primitive actions is 13. If
multiple objects are present within one viewing frustum when
the FIND is taken, only the maximum reward of +1000 is
provided. If no new object is present in the viewing frustum
and FIND is taken, the agent receives a negative reward of
−1000. The task terminates either when the total planning
time limit is reached or n FIND actions are taken.
Implementation of Abstract MOS-3D. As described in
Section V, to define an Abstract MOS-3D, we specify a
resolution level l as well as a set of MOVEOP options. Similar
to the ground problem, the agent has a total of six MOVEOP
options; Each MOVEOP moves the robot along a certain
direction for mstep grid cells. For example, when mstep = 4,
one MOVEOP along +x direction can be decomposed into 4
primitive MOVE actions along the +x direction. Hence, an
Abstract MOS-3D in the simulated domain can be defined by
a tuple (l,mstep).
B. Setup
We perform two sets of evaluations, one on the scalability
of the algorithm, and the other on sensor quality, which tests
the ability of the algorithm to handle different noise settings
of the sensor model.
In these experiments, we compare our approach with the
following baselines. First, we investigate the benefit of object-
oriented factoring the MOS-3D problem versus no factoring
by comparing POUCT with per-object octree belief repre-
sentation2 against POMCP [11], which uses particle belief
representation without object-oriented factoring. Second, more
interestingly, we investigate the benefit of leveraging the belief
over the octree resolution hierarchy by comparing our algo-
rithm, Multi-Resolution POUCT (MR-POUCT) against flat
POUCT which solves the ground POMDP problem directly.
We also conduct an ablation test where we remove the state
abstraction from MR-POUCT but keep the action abstraction,
which means the agent can plan to move at larger step sizes,
but does not consider spatial state or observation abstraction
and only has access to ground-level belief. We refer to this
baseline as MA-POUCT (Macro-Action POUCT). As a lower
bound, we also provide the performance of a Random agent
which executes actions at random.
In both experiment settings, each algorithm is allowed a
maximum of 3.0s for planning each step. The total amount
of allowed planning time plus time spent on belief update
is 120s, 240s, 360s, and 480s for environment sizes (m) of
4,8,16, or 32, respectively. We set discount factor γ = 0.99.
The undiscounted cumulative reward as well as the number of
detected objects are reported to measure the performance.
Scalability. We experimented with 4 different settings of
search space size m ∈ {4, 8, 16, 32} and 3 settings of number
of objects n ∈ {2, 4, 6}. The FOV range d is chosen such that
the upper bound on the percentage ρ(d) of the grids covered by
one projection of the viewing frustum decreases as the world
size m increases. Precisely, when m = 4, ρ(4) ≈ 17.2%;
when m = 8, ρ(6) ≈ 8.8%; when m = 16, ρ(10) ≈ 4.7%;
when m = 32, ρ(16) ≈ 2.6%. Essentially, as ρ(·) decreases,
the object search problem becomes more difficult since one
LOOK action results in a smaller volume of observation. The
sensor is assumed to be near-perfect, with α = 105 and β = 0.
Sensor Quality. In this experiment, we investigate the sensi-
tivity of our method with respect to changes in the parameters
α and β of the observation model. According to the belief
update algorithm in Section IV-B, a noisy but functional
sensor should increase the belief VALit(g) for object i if an
observed voxel at g is labeled i, while decrease the belief if
labeled FREE. This implies that a properly working sensor
should satisfy α > 1 and β < 1. We investigate on 5
settings of α ∈ {10, 100, 500, 103, 104, 105} and 2 settings of
β ∈ {0.3, 0.8}. Lastly, a fixed problem difficulty of (16, 2, 10)
is used to conduct this experiment.
2We emphasize that without octree belief representation, POUCT with
traditional tabular exact belief update is not applicable to solve this problem
at large scale.
Fig. 4: Simulated environment for 3D object search. The robot (represented as a red cube) is able to project a viewing frustum to observe
the search space, where objects are represented by sets of cubes. The environment can be scaled to increase difficulty of the problem; The
tuple (m,n, d) at lower-right of each image means that the search space in total has m×m×m grid cells, with n randomly placed objects,
and the robot can project a 45-degree frustum with a far plane at distance d grid cells to the robot. The percentage of search space covered
by each viewing frustum, parameterized by field-of-view depth d, decreases as the world size increases
Fig. 5: The mobile robot first navigates in front of a portable table (1-2). It then takes a LOOK action to observe the space in front (3),
and no target is observed as a result of this LOOK action since the torso is too high. Then, the robot decides to lower its torso (4), takes
another LOOK action in the same direction, and then take FIND to mark the object as found (5). This sequence of actions demonstrate that
our algorithm can produce efficient search strategies in real world scenarios.
C. Results and Discussions
Overall, the results indicate that our multi-resolution plan-
ning algorithm is significantly superior than all baselines, both
as the difficulty of the problem increases, and under different
settings of sensor noise. In Table I–IV, we provide the full
evaluation results. Each data point is aggregated from 40 trials;
In each trial, an instance of MOS-3D is generated and the
same instance is used to evaluate all planning algorithms. We
discuss these results below.
Scalability. First, we notice clear advantage of exact belief up-
date and object-oriented factoring over the alternative particle
based representation without object-oriented factoring. Particle
deprivation happens quickly in the simulated domain, and the
behavior degenerates to a random agent as in [11, 4]. On the
other hand, when the search space or the number of target
objects is small (e.g. in (4,4,4) and (32,2,16)), the flat POUCT
and MA-POUCT are competitive with MR-POUCT. Yet, as
the problem becomes more difficult, MR-POUCT consistently
outperforms these baselines by a significant margin of an
average improvement in cumulative reward around 25% ∼
35% in settings with m = 16 or m = 32. Our analysis
of the agent behavior indicates that MR-POUCT is able to
produce search policies which explores the environment more
efficiently. We observed that using only action abstraction
without resolution hierarchy results in the agent hesitating
to take LOOK actions to actually observe the environment,
while taking many MOVEOP options which deteriorates the
reward. This showcases the value of our state and observation
abstraction approach leveraging octree belief. Additionally,
MR-POUCT consistently finds more objects than the baselines
as the problem scales. The problems with (32, ·, 16) appears
to be difficult for any approach in comparison to find multiple
objects. This attributes to the fact that each viewing frustum
in this scenario captures only 2% of the environment, which
impacts the search efficiency.
Sensor Quality. Our results show that the parameter α, which
essentially describes the likelihood for the robot to trust that
a voxel is labeled by an object, affects the sensing quality
more significantly than β, which describes the likelihood for
the robot to trust that a voxel is labeled as FREE. In fact,
our results indicate that there is no significant damage to any
algorithm’s performance when β varies as long as β < 1.
We observed that MR-POUCT produces consistently better
performance in all of the parameter settings. This attributes to
the more efficient search policy that MR-POUCT is able to
generate under sensing noise.
D. Demonstration on a Torso-Actuated Mobile Robot
We demonstrate that our approach is scalable to real world
settings by implementing the MOS-3D problem as well as
MR-POUCT for a mobile robot setting. We use the Kinova
MOVO Mobile Manipulator robot, which has an actuated
torso that can raise up to around 0.5m and lower down to
around 0.05m, which facilitates a 3D action space. The robot
operates in a lab environment, which is decomposed into two
search regions G1 and G2, each with a semantic label (“shelf-
area” for G1 and “whiteboard-area” for G2). The robot is
tasked to look for nG1 and nG2 objects in each search region
sequentially, where objects could be surrounded by clutter in
the lab. Thus, the robot instantiates an instance of the MOS-
3D problem once it navigates to a search region. Different
from the simulated domain, in this MOS-3D implementation,
the MOVE actions are implemented based on a topological
graph constructed on top of a metric occupancy grid map.
The neighbors of a graph node form the motion action space
when the robot is at that node. Since this motion action space
is already an abstraction over the metric grid map, we do not
impose MOVEOP to the Abstract MOS-3D in this case. The
robot can take LOOK action in 4 cardinal directions in place
and receive volumetric observations; A volumetric observation
is a result of downsampling and thresholding points in the
corresponding point cloud. The robot was able to find 3 out
of 5 total objects in the two search regions. One sequence of
actions (Figure 5) show that the robot decides to lower its torso
in order to LOOK and FIND an object. Our supplementary
video contains the footage with visualization of the volumetric
observation and octree belief update.
VII. CONCLUSION
While prior work primarily constrain object search in 2D,
we address this problem in 3D. To this end, we formulate 3D
multi-object search problem as an Object-Oriented POMDP
that factors the state and observation spaces by objects. We
define the observation space to be volumetric, based on a
realistic frustum-shaped field-of-view. To solve this POMDP,
we first propose a per-voxel observation model to reduce the
observation space necessary for planning, making an assump-
tion that the object is contained within one voxel. Then, we
introduce a novel belief representation, octree belief that cap-
tures the belief of object locations at different resolutions and
allows efficient, exact belief update and sampling. Finally, we
leverage the octree belief to define an abstract version of the
3D multi-object search problem. This leads to the MR-POUCT
algorithm, a multi-resolution extension of POUCT [11]. We
show in simulation that this algorithm is more scalable and
robust against sensor noise than the baselines, and demonstrate
this approach on a torso-actuated mobile robot.
This approach has its limitations. The assumption of a
target object contained within one voxel does not hold for
scenarios where the geometry of the objects is crucial for
the search policy. Considering object geometry in belief space
is a challenging direction of future work. Future work also
include exploiting relations between objects, and searching for
dynamic objects.
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VIII. APPENDIX
A. Derivation of the Abstract Observation Model
In Section V-A, we described an abstract observation model
that uses the same weighting mechanism as state abstraction.
Algorithm 3: POUCT (G, ht, H)→ a
procedure Search(h)
// Entry function of POUCT
repeat
s ∼ Pr(s|h); // Pr(s|h) is the belief state
Simulate(s, h, 0);
until TIMEOUT();
return argmaxa V (ha); // V (ha) is the Q-value of action
a
procedure Simulate (s, h, depth)
if depth > H then
return 0
end
if h 6∈ T then
foreach a ∈ A do
T (ha)← (Ninit(ha), Vinit(ha));
end
return Rollout (s, h, depth)
end
a← argmaxa V (ha) + c
√
logN(h)
N(ha) ;
(s′, o, r) ∼ G(s, a);
R← r + γ · Simulate(s′, hao, depth+ 1);
N(h)← N(h) + 1;
N(ha)← N(ha) + 1;
V (ha)← V (ha) + R−V (ha)N(ha) ;
return R
procedure Rollout (s, h, depth)
if depth > H then
return 0
end
a← pirollout(h, ·);
(s′, o, r) ∼ G(s, a);
return r + γ · Rollout(s′, hao, depth+ 1);
Below, we show the derivation of this model.
Pr(oli|sˆ′, a, ht), (23)
= Pr(sli, d(s
l
i)|sˆ′, a, ht), (24)
=
∑
si∈φ−1(sli)
Pr(si, d(s
l
i)|sˆ′, a, ht), (25)
=
∑
si∈φ−1(sli)
Pr(d(sli)|si, sˆ′, a, ht) Pr(si|sˆ′, a, ht). (26)
Note that the state of object i is independent from other object
states and the action a. Hence,
=
∑
si∈φ−1(sli)
Pr(d(sli)|si, sˆ′, a, ht) Pr(si|sli, ht), (27)
Now, we apply our definition of the weighting function based
on the belief:
=
∑
si∈φ−1(sli)
Pr(d(sli)|si, sˆ′, a, ht)w(si). (28)
B. POUCT Algorithm
We slightly modified the POUCT (Partially Observable
UCT) algorithm presented in Silver and Veness [11] in order to
match the input and output of Algorithm 2. This algorithm is
described in Algorithm 3. Note that this is the same algorithm
as POMCP [11] without particle belief representation.
